Special Guest: Yvonne Rudman
Yvonne presented an overview the President’s Commission on the status of University Women and the background context to what eventually became the National Science Foundation Advance Project TRACS. Discussion centered on the value of the Advance grant and how its purpose and services translate far beyond university women, and ultimately benefit all MSU employees. Conversation morphed into current employee culture at MSU and the possibility of Professional Employees unionizing. Consensus was there is room for communication improvement between employees and MSU Human Resources, in addition to a greater need for Professional employees to be independently represented by a union and ombudsman.

- **PC Position Reports:**
  James Tobin presented the MSU Alumni Foundation Faculty Staff Engagement Plan for Review.

- **New Business:**
  - Julie Clay with author the May newsletter (pending available time).

- **Old Business**
  - The PC is hosting the spring social Thursday, March 23 from 4-6. More details to come.

- **Announcements**
  - Upcoming Presenters:
    - Feb. 22: Walt Banzsiger (Planning Council)
    - March 8: Matt Caries (Dean of Students)
    - March 22: Sara King (HR)
    - April 12: TBA
    - April 26: Chris Fastnow